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Purpose: Rats have been widely used in radionuclide therapy research for the treatment of hepato-

cellular carcinoma (HCC). This has created the need to assess rat liver absorbed radiation dose. In

most dose estimation studies, the rat liver is considered as a homogeneous integrated target organ

with a tissue composition assumed to be similar to that of human liver tissue. However, the rat liver

is composed of several lobes having different anatomical and chemical characteristics. To assess

the overall impact on rat liver dose calculation, the authors use a new voxel-based rat model with

identified suborgan regions of the liver.

Methods: The liver in the original cryosectional color images was manually segmented into seven

individual lobes and subsequently integrated into a voxel-based computational rat model. Photon

and electron particle transport was simulated using the MCNPX Monte Carlo code to calculate

absorbed fractions and S-values for 90Y, 131I, 166Ho, and 188Re for the seven liver lobes. The effect

of chemical composition on organ-specific absorbed dose was investigated by changing the chemi-

cal composition of the voxel filling liver material. Radionuclide-specific absorbed doses at the

voxel level were further assessed for a small spherical hepatic tumor.

Results: The self-absorbed dose for different liver lobes varied depending on their respective

masses. A maximum difference of 3.5% was observed for the liver self-absorbed fraction between

rat and human tissues for photon energies below 100 keV. 166Ho and 188Re produce a uniformly

distributed high dose in the tumor and relatively low absorbed dose for surrounding tissues.

Conclusions: The authors evaluated rat liver radiation doses from various radionuclides used in

HCC treatments using a realistic computational rat model. This work contributes to a better under-

standing of all aspects influencing radiation transport in organ-specific radiation dose evaluation for

preclinical therapy studies, from tissue composition to organ morphology and activity distribution.
VC 2012 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. [DOI: 10.1118/1.3681009]
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I. INTRODUCTION

The liver is the largest solid organ in both human and rat

bodies, having a complex anatomical structure and perform-

ing various vital functions (e.g., protein metabolism, plasma

protein synthesis, and chemical neutralization).1,2 The liver

is considered as an important dose-limiting tissue, especially

in radiotherapy for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC),3 which

is the most common solid organ tumor worldwide.4,5 At

present, various radiopharmaceuticals have been developed

for radionuclide therapy of HCC.6 131I is utilized in most

clinical research studies and has been reported to produce

much better treatment tolerance than traditional chemoem-

bolization, with few undesirable effects (such as fever, re-

versible leukopenia, etc.) observed.6,7 90Y is a widely used

typical long-range b-emitting radionuclide for various cancer

therapies,8 and its use for the treatment of HCC with
90Y-labeled microspheres (such as glass microsphere, resin
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microsphere, plastic microsphere, etc.) reported in the

literature.9–12 188Re is an emerging and safe effective radio-

nuclide for therapy of HCC13; however, detailed dosimetry

data for animals and patients are still required.14,15 Mumper

et al.16 suggested 166Ho as a potential agent for radiation

therapy of liver cancer. Nijsen et al.17 implanted 0.5–1 mm3

tumor-tissue in the liver of 15 rats and injected 20–50 lm
166Ho-labeled microspheres into the hepatic artery for bio-

distribution studies.

Rats are widely used in preclinical trials of new radio-

pharmaceuticals for HCC treatment where the relationship

between the absorbed dose and biological response is

sought.18–21 Two methods are usually employed to evaluate

organ absorbed dose to animal models. The first uses

implanted dosimeters,22,23 whereas the second relies on com-

puter simulations using anatomical computational animal

models.24,25 The sensitivity and accuracy of radiation dosim-

eters are known to be affected by environmental factors

(e.g., relative humidity and temperature) and irradiation

conditions.26–28 With advances in computer technology and

availability of Monte Carlo simulation packages, human and

animal computational anatomical models have gained popu-

larity for the assessment of absorbed dose.29 For this pur-

pose, the anatomical information (e.g., volume, mass, and

shape) is combined with tissue densities and chemical com-

positions of the computational model to simulate radiation

interaction with biological tissues.

Kolbert et al.30 evaluated mouse-specific S-values for the

liver, spleen, and kidney of five radionuclides. Funk et al.31

investigated the radiation dose delivered to small animals

from various radionuclides used in SPECT and PET imaging

using mouse and rat sized ellipsoids assumed to consist of

soft tissue analog.32 Bitar et al.33 calculated the absorbed

dose to organs of a mouse model using the MCNP code. Peix-

oto et al.34 and Xie et al.35,36 developed novel voxel-based

rat models for radiation transport calculations and calculated

the internal absorbed dose to various organs of their models.

Recently, Stabin et al.37 and Keenan et al.38 reported a series

of realistic small animal models designed specifically for

preclinical dose assessment studies.

The accurate calculation of absorbed dose to organs of in-

terest depends on the computational model that should

mimic the anatomical, physical, and chemical features of

humans and small animal.24,25 In previous radiation dose

calculations, the rat liver is commonly considered as a ho-

mogeneous integrated target organ, and its tissue composi-

tion is usually assumed to be equivalent to human tissues.

However, the rat liver is composed of several anatomical

compartments, and some discrepancies in terms of anatomi-

cal and chemical characteristics, such as mass, shape, and

chemical composition between these liver lobes, have been

reported.39,40 Garcia-Moreno et al.41 suggested that there

might be a functional heterogeneity between the various he-

patic lobes. Little attention has been paid to the absorbed

dose of different rat liver lobes and the influence of chemical

composition on radiation dose estimations. Moreover, some

biodistribution studies of radiolabeled microspheres for

HCC therapy of the rat reported that the microspheres are

mainly restricted to the liver lobe where the tumor is

implanted.17 This suggests that the whole liver may not be

the best target region for radiation dose calculation in radia-

tion therapy experiments for rat liver tumors.

In this paper, a voxel-based rat model consisting of 22

identified tissue regions is presented. The liver of this model

was divided into seven portions for internal radiation dose

estimations. Radiation transport for photons and electrons

was simulated in the rat model, and the absorbed doses to

the seven identified liver lobes of the rat liver were calcu-

lated. The objectives of this study are threefold: (1) to study

photon and electron absorbed fractions in different regions

of the rat liver using Monte Carlo calculations, (2) to investi-

gate the effects of chemical composition on rat organ radia-

tion dose calculation, and (3) to provide detailed absorbed

dose data for radionuclide therapy of HCC for rat studies.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. The voxel-based rat model and identified liver
lobes

A 153 g Sprague-Dawley rat was used in our study.42 A

total of 1646 axial successive color photographic images were

collected using a high-quality cryosectional imaging system.43

The original voxel dimensions were 0.02� 0.02� 0.1 mm3

and were increased to 0.1� 0.1� 0.1 mm3 for radiation dose

calculations to circumvent computational memory limitations.

Manual segmentation was performed using Adobe Photo-

shopTM (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA). The left kidney, right

kidney, liver, lungs, spleen, heart, stomach, brain, spinal cord,

thyroid, thymus, skeleton, eyes, esophagus, pancreas, and

blood were identified and delineated. Figure 1 shows 3D

views of the voxel-based rat model with semitransparent skin

and skeleton. The liver region of this model was further di-

vided into seven anatomically distinct regions (lobus sinister

FIG. 1. (a) Dorsal and (b) ventral views of the voxel-based rat phantom with

semitransparent skin and skeleton.
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lateralis, lobus dexter medialis, processus caudatus, lobus sin-

ister medialis, lobus dexter lateralis, processus papillaris I,

and processus papillaris II) according to published atlases of

rat anatomy (Fig. 2).39,44 The number of voxels of each identi-

fied region is then calculated and multiplied by the voxel vol-

ume (0.1� 0.1� 0.1 mm3) and tissue density to yield the

region mass. Table I shows the masses of the seven identified

liver regions, the blood in the liver, and the total liver of this

rat model as well as liver masses of other computational rat

models.34,37,45 In general, the mass of the liver is linked to the

age of the rat. The elder rats are heavier than young rats and

have higher liver mass. Figure 2 shows the original and seg-

mented images on a slice at the level of the abdomen of the rat

model and the anterior and posterior views of the liver region.

To evaluate dose volume distributions for different radionu-

clides in the liver tumor and surrounding normal tissues, a

spherical hepatic tumor46 with a volume of 2.11 mm3 was

positioned in the lobus dexter medialis [Fig. 2(d)].

The densities of organs were assumed to be consistent

with those recommended for humans. In the absence of well-

established animal data, except for the liver, tissue chemical

compositions recommended for humans47,48 were used for

corresponding tissues of the rat model. In the seven identi-

fied liver regions (medium 1), tissue composition data (Na,

K, Mg, P, and Fe) were taken from Cockell et al.39 whereas

the proportions of H, C, N, O and Cl were assumed to be

consistent with soft tissue analog reported in the Medical In-

ternal Radiation Dose Committee (MIRD) Pamphlet 8.32 Let

us assume that the chemical fractions of Na, K, P, Mg, and

Fe measured by Cockell et al. are CNa, CK, CP, CMg, and

CFe, and the chemical fractions of H, C, N, O, and Cl in the

MIRD soft tissue analog are PH, PC, PN, PO, and PCl, respec-

tively. The chemical compositions of the seven lobes were

obtained by

RH ¼
1� CNa þ CP þ CK þ CMg þ CFe

� �� �
PH þ PC þ PN þ PO þ PCl

� PH;

RC ¼
1� CNa þ CP þ CK þ CMg þ CFe

� �� �
PH þ PC þ PN þ PO þ PCl

� PC;

RN ¼
1� CNa þ CP þ CK þ CMg þ CFe

� �� �
PH þ PC þ PN þ PO þ PCl

� PN;

RO ¼
1� CNa þ CP þ CK þ CMg þ CFe

� �� �
PH þ PC þ PN þ PO þ PCl

� PO;

RCl ¼
1� CNa þ CP þ CK þ CMg þ CFe

� �� �
PH þ PC þ PN þ PO þ PCl

� PCl;

RNa ¼ CNa;

RMg ¼ CMg;

RFe ¼ CFe;

RP ¼ CP;

RK ¼ PK ;

where RH, RC, RN, RO, RCl, RNa, RMg, RFe, RP, and RK refer

to the chemical fractions of H, C, N, O, Cl, Na, Mg, Fe, P,

and K in the liver lobes.

The composition of tumor tissue is mixed from the major

element compositions of the MIRD soft tissue analog and

the trace element compositions of secondary liver tumors

reported in the literature.46

To estimate the effect of chemical composition on rat

organ radiation dose calculation, Monte Carlo simulations

were also performed using two different arrangements by

changing the chemical composition of the voxel filling mate-

rial in the liver using the ICRU recommended human tissue

(medium 2)47,49 and MIRD defined soft tissue analog (me-

dium 3).32 Table II shows the adopted chemical composi-

tions of different liver lobes and simulated liver tumor in this

FIG. 2. The original and segmented images of the rat phantom and the 3D

anterior and 540 posterior views of the liver region. (a) The original color

image of one slice at abdomen level and (b) the segmented atlas image of

the same slice. (c) The 3D posterior view of the liver. (d) The 3D anterior

view of the liver where the seven liver portions and the vein are made semi-

transparent to visualize the 2.11 mm3 positioned spheric tumor in the lobus

dexter medialis. 1¼ lobus sinister lateralis, 2¼ lobus dexter medialis,

3¼ processus caudatus, 4¼ lobus sinister medialis, 5¼ lobus dexter lat-

eralis, 6¼ processus papillaris I, 7¼ processus papillaris II, a¼ esophagus

and b¼ vein.

TABLE I. Masses of identified liver lobes in the present rat model and values

reported in related studies.

Organ/tissue Mass (g)

Lobus sinister lateralis 2.08

Lobus dexter medialis 1.93

Processus caudatus 0.69

Lobus sinister medialis 0.48

Lobus dexter lateralis 0.72

Processus papillaris I 0.36

Processus papillaris II 0.39

Blood in the liver 0.54

Total liver 6.65

Liver of 248g rat (Ref. 37) 9.64

Liver of 310g rat (Ref. 34) 11.68

Liver of 386g rat (Ref. 45) 21.90
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work as compared to values recommended for human liver

and the MIRD soft tissue analog.

II.B. Calculations of dosimetric quantities

The most commonly used internal dose estimation

schema devised by the MIRD Committee was adopted in

this work for the calculation of the mean absorbed dose,

defined as the product of the cumulated activity and the radi-

onuclide S-value50:

D rT ;TDð Þ ¼
ðTD

0

_DðrT ; tÞdt ¼
X

rS

ðTD

0

AðrS; tÞSðrT  rSÞdt;

(1)

where D(rT,TD) is the mean absorbed dose to a given target

organ rT from radiation emitted from source organ rS over

a defined dose-integration period TD. A(rS,t) is the time-

dependent activity of the radiopharmaceutical in source

organ rS. S(rT/rS) is the S-value describing the equivalent

dose rate in the target organ per unit activity in the source

organ.50,51 S-values are dependent on the characteristics of

the radionuclide and the anatomic specifications of the com-

putational model from which it is calculated. For a specific

radionuclide, the S-value is given by:

S rT  rSð Þ ¼ 1

MðrTÞ
X

i

EiYi/ðrT  rS;EiÞ

¼
X

i

DiUðrT  rS;EiÞ; (2)

where Yi is the average number of the ith radiation type par-

ticles emitted from the source region per nuclear transition

(in Bq�1 s�1), M(rT) is the mass of target organ t (in grams),

/(rT/ rS, Ei) and U(rT/ rS, Ei) are, respectively, the

absorbed fraction (AF) and specific absorbed fraction (SAF)

of radiation energy Ei in the target organ rT for the ith radia-

tion type originating in the source organ rS. The AF describes

the proportion of energy deposited in the target organ, also

termed the self-AF when the target organ is the source organ.

The SAF describes the mean absorbed fraction in a target

organ and is given as the ratio of the absorbed fraction and

the target mass.

II.C. Monte Carlo simulations

MCNPX, an extensively benchmarked multiparticle Monte

Carlo radiation transport code,52 is adopted in this study to

simulate radiation transport of photons and electrons in the

voxel-based rat model. In the absorbed dose estimations, the

left kidney, right kidney, lungs, spleen, stomach, esophagus,

and blood are only selected as internal sources, and the seven

identified liver lobes are all used as both target and source

regions. For comparison with published results, photon and

electron sources were assumed to be uniformly distributed

throughout 14 chosen source regions. Monoenergetic pho-

tons and electrons were generated from the source organs

with 24 selected energy values ranging from 0.01 to 4.0

MeV and 0.1 to 5.0 MeV, respectively. The MCPLIB02 data

library for photon transport and the default electron transport

algorithm were adopted in the simulations. Photons were

fully transported, while a cutoff energy of 10 keV was set

for secondary electrons to speed up the simulations without

compromising the accuracy of energy deposition estimation.

A total of 3.0� 107 primary particle histories (NPS) are gen-

erated such that the statistical uncertainties of the results are

less than 2%.

To evaluate the voxel S-values in the liver lobes and com-

pare the results to reference values reported in MIRD pam-

phlet 17,53 the EGS-based DOSXYZnrc Monte Carlo code54

was used to perform radiation transport simulation and

energy deposited in each voxel of the rat model where a

voxel source is situated at the center of the added tumor. To

evaluate the dose distribution from radioactive microspheres

in the tumor, lobe, and total liver, a voxel source with a size

of 100� 100� 100 lm, close to the size of radioactive

microspheres used in radionuclide therapy research,15,17 is

simulated. The photon and electron production and

transport thresholds in DOSXYZnrc simulations were set to

PCUT¼ 0.001 MeV and ECUT¼ 0.512 MeV, respectively.

The number of particles simulated in the DOSXYZnrc is

1.0� 109. With respect to the energy range of photons and

electrons emitted from typical radionuclides, voxel absorbed

fractions for monoenergetic electron sources with energies

ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 MeV and photon sources with

TABLE II. Comparison of chemical compositions of identified liver lobes in this work and those recommended for humans.

Chemical compositions

Tissue H C N O Na P S Cl K Mg Fe Zn

Mixture: MIRD Soft Tissue

AnalogþLiver Rata
Lobus sinister lateralis 9.94 14.8 3.45 70.93 0.06a 0.33a - 0.1 0.36a 0.02a 0.01a -

Lobus dexter medialis 9.94 14.8 3.45 70.94 0.05a 0.34a - 0.1 0.35a 0.02a 0.01a -

Processus caudatus 9.94 14.8 3.45 70.95 0.06a 0.32a - 0.1 0.35a 0.02a 0.01a -

Lobus sinister medialis 9.94 14.8 3.45 70.93 0.06a 0.34a - 0.1 0.36a 0.02a 0.01a -

Lobus dexter lateralis 9.94 14.8 3.45 70.94 0.06a 0.33a - 0.1 0.35a 0.02a 0.01a -

Processus papillaris 9.94 14.8 3.45 70.95 0.06a 0.32a - 0.1 0.35a 0.02a 0.01a -

ICRU 44 liver adult 10.2 13.9 3.0 71.6 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 - - -

MIRD soft tissue analog 10.0 14.89 3.47 71.39 0.15 - - 0.1 - - - -

Mixture: MIRD soft tissue

analogþ secondary liver tumorb

9.99 14.87 3.47 71.31 0.15 - - 0.1 - - 0.01b 0.1b

aChemical compositions reported by Cockell et al. (Ref. 39).
bTrace element compositions of secondary liver tumor given by Gurusamy et al. (Ref. 46).
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energies ranging from 0.01 to 2.5 MeV are obtained and

used in the calculations of voxel S-values.

The MCNPX and DOSXYZnrc simulations are per-

formed on four HP workstations (2� 2.27 GHz Intel Xeon

E5520, 24 GB RAM) under Microsoft WindowsTM Vista

operating system.

III. RESULTS

III.A. AF and SAF for rat liver

Figure 3 shows photon absorbed fractions for the total

liver region with sources placed in each of the seven liver

lobes. Comparison with the results of Stabin et al.37 and

Peixoto et al.34 are also given. The AF curves in this figure

first present sharp decrease when photon energy is below 0.1

MeV and then moderately rise to a local maximum at 0.4

MeV. After these local maximum values, the AF lines follow

a gradual reduction, which indicates that raising photon

energy facilitates the escape of recoil electron and scattered

photons from the source organ.

Figure 4 shows the self-absorbed photon and electron

SAF for the identified portions of the liver. For monoener-

getic particles, the lobus sinister lateralis and the lobus dex-

ter medialis yield the lowest SAFs, whereas the processus

caudatus and the lobus dexter lateralis display a medium

SAF, and the lobus sinister medialis and processus papillaris

I and II give the highest SAF values.

Figure 5 illustrates the absorbed fraction proportions of

the liver regions to that of the combined liver when photon

emitting sources are placed in the left kidney, the right kid-

ney, the lung, and the stomach, respectively. For a photon

source in the left kidney and the stomach, the processus cau-

datus and the lobus sinister lateralis contribute to more than

40% of the liver averaged dose. When the lung is set as the

source organ, most liver dose (>80%) is deposited in

the lobus sinister lateralis, the lobus dexter medialis, and the

lobus dexter lateralis. With the right kidney as source organ,

the lobus sinister lateralis and processus papillaris I receive

more than half of the liver dose.

III.B. Effect of chemical composition in rat liver dose
estimation

Figure 6 compares self-absorbed fractions for the total

liver versus the chemical composition of the liver defined as

rat tissue (medium 1), human tissue (medium 2), and soft tis-

sue analog (medium 3), when the lobus dexter medialis is set

as the source region. As shown in Fig. 6(a), at an emitting

photon energy of 30 keV, the maximum percentage differ-

ence of self-AF for the total liver between media 2 and 1 is

3.5%, while this difference is �9.8% between media 3 and

1. The percentage differences of electron absorbed fractions

for the liver for these three media are all below 0.5% for

each energy.

FIG. 3. Photon absorbed fractions for the total liver region with sources

placed in the seven liver lobes and total liver and comparison with the

results of Stabin et al. (Ref. 37) and Peixoto et al. (Ref. 34).

FIG. 4. (a) Photon and (b) electron self-absorbed SAF for the seven lobes of liver of the rat phantom.
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FIG. 5. The absorbed fraction proportions of the seven identified liver regions with photon emitting sources localized in (a) the left kidney, (b) the right kidney,

(c) the lung, and (d) the stomach.

FIG. 6. Comparison of the self-absorbed fractions for the combined liver, when the (a) photon and (b) electron emitting source is placed in the lobus dexter

medialis, with the chemical compositions of liver defined as rat tissue (medium 1), human tissue (medium 2), and soft tissue analog (medium 3), respectively.

The results are shown as ratios of liver absorbed fractions of human tissue (medium 2) and soft tissue analog (medium 3) to that of rat tissue (medium 1).
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III.C. S-values and dose-volume histograms (DVHs)
for radionuclides

Based on the absorbed fractions calculated from MCNPX

simulations, S-values of 131I, 90Y, 188Re, and 166Ho for the

liver lobes and the blood in the liver of the rat model are

summarized in Table III. The results of this work suggest

that the lobus sinister lateralis receives the lowest self-

absorbed S-values for 131I [1.46� 10�02 mGy/(MBq s)],
90Y [6.66� 10�02 mGy/(MBq s)], and 166Ho [9.86� 10�02

mGy/(MBq s)]. The processus papillaris II gives the highest

self-absorbed S-values for 90Y [2.65� 10�01 mGy/(MBq s)],
188Re [2.48� 10�01 mGy/(MBq s)], and 166Ho [4.76�
10�01 mGy/(MBq s)]. Table IV compares the self-absorbed

S-values for the total liver of different rat models. It is

noticed that the S-values for the livers are inversely propor-

tional to the liver mass. By using the mass-based correction

method,51,55 S-values calculated in this work could be

applied to the rats of different masses and sizes.

The voxel S-values obtained using DOSXYZnrc simula-

tions are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Figure 7 shows the isodose

curves for the considered radionuclides in the latitudinal

plane of the liver with voxel source placed at the center of

the tumor, and the 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 50%, 100%, and

300% isodose curves pictured on top of a grayscale image

illustrating the liver region. In general, the DVH is the most

common way to visualize the absorbed dose distribution

within a volume of interest. For an average tumor dose of

100 Gy, the DVHs of the tumor and the lobus dexter medi-

alis for 90Y, 131I, 166Ho, and 188Re voxel sources placed at

the center of the tumor are displayed in Fig. 8 The almost

rectangular shaped DVH curves observed for 90Y, 166H,o

and 188Re for the tumor suggest a uniform absorbed dose

TABLE III. S-values for 131I, 90Y, 188Re, and 166Ho for the seven liver lobes and the blood in the liver of the rat model.

Source tissue

Target

tissue

Lobus sinister

lateralis

Lobus dexter

medialis

Processus

caudatus

Lobus sinister

medialis

Lobus dexter

lateralis

Processus

papillaris I

Processus

papillaris II

Total

liver

131I mGy/(MBq s)

Lobus sinister lateralis 1.36� 10�02 1.62� 10�04 7.01� 10�05 6.12� 10�04 9.20� 10�05 9.16� 10�05 6.39� 10�04 4.39� 10�03

Lobus dexter medialis 1.61� 10�04 1.47� 10�02 7.97� 10�05 5.11� 10�04 3.47� 10�04 4.79� 10�05 7.72� 10�05 4.40� 10�03

Processus caudatus 6.92� 10�05 8.05� 10�05 3.97� 10�02 4.41� 10�05 8.76� 10�04 1.48� 10�04 2.74� 10�04 4.29� 10�03

Lobus sinister medialis 6.05� 10�04 5.10� 10�04 4.40� 10�05 5.67� 10�02 5.87� 10�05 5.76� 10�05 1.04� 10�04 4.47� 10�03

Lobus dexter lateralis 9.22� 10�05 3.46� 10�04 8.73� 10�04 5.91� 10�05 3.86� 10�02 8.04� 10�05 1.17� 10�04 4.39� 10�03

Processus papillaris I 9.17� 10�05 4.88� 10�05 1.49� 10�04 5.67� 10�05 8.10� 10�05 7.43� 10�02 4.93� 10�04 4.21� 10�03

Processus papillaris II 6.37� 10�04 7.82� 10�05 2.71� 10�04 1.06� 10�04 1.16� 10�04 4.93� 10�04 7.02� 10�02 4.36� 10�03

Total liver 4.39� 10�03 4.41� 10�03 4.27� 10�03 4.49� 10�03 4.38� 10�03 4.18� 10�03 4.36� 10�03 4.37� 10�03

90Y mGy/(MBq s)

Lobus sinister lateralis 4.67� 10�02 1.96� 10�03 4.05� 10�04 1.11� 10�02 6.34� 10�04 4.05� 10�06 1.20� 10�02 1.68� 10�02

Lobus dexter medialis 1.96� 10�03 5.27� 10�02 9.02� 10�05 9.39� 10�03 5.66� 10�03 6.46� 10�07 1.48� 10�05 1.72� 10�02

Processus caudatus 4.06� 10�04 9.05� 10�05 1.19� 10�01 3.22� 10�06 1.64� 10�02 1.76� 10�03 4.02� 10�03 1.46� 10�02

Lobus sinister medialis 1.11� 10�02 9.38� 10�03 3.08� 10�06 1.74� 10�01 4.26� 10�05 7.48� 10�07 2.33� 10�06 1.88� 10�02

Lobus dexter lateralis 6.29� 10�04 5.68� 10�03 1.63� 10�02 4.27� 10�05 1.24� 10�01 1.29� 10�06 6.49� 10�04 1.69� 10�02

Processus papillaris I 3.60� 10�06 6.31� 10�07 1.76� 10�03 7.24� 10�07 1.23� 10�06 2.13� 10�01 7.95� 10�03 1.24� 10�02

Processus papillaris II 1.20� 10�02 1.34� 10�05 4.01� 10�03 2.23� 10�06 6.52� 10�04 7.83� 10�03 2.01� 10�01 1.63� 10�02

Total liver 1.68� 10�02 1.72� 10�02 1.45� 10�02 1.88� 10�02 1.69� 10�02 1.23� 10�02 1.63� 10�02 1.65� 10�02

188Re mGy/(MBq s)

Lobus sinister lateralis 4.12� 10�02 1.33� 10�03 2.83� 10�04 7.94� 10�03 4.63� 10�04 1.76�10�05 8.58� 10�03 1.44� 10�02

Lobus dexter medialis 1.33� 10�03 4.62� 10�02 7.48� 10�05 6.67� 10�03 4.01� 10�03 8.95� 10�06 1.62� 10�05 1.47� 10�02

Processus caudatus 2.83� 10�04 7.50� 10�05 1.08�10�01 8.96� 10�06 1.17� 10�02 9.55� 10�04 2.78� 10�03 1.28� 10�02

Lobus sinister medialis 7.88� 10�03 6.66� 10�03 8.71� 10�06 1.57� 10�01 3.81� 10�05 1.07� 10�05 1.98� 10�05 1.58� 10�02

Lobus dexter lateralis 4.61� 10�04 4.03� 10�03 1.16� 10�02 3.77� 10�05 1.11� 10�01 1.51� 10�05 4.07� 10�04 1.45� 10�02

Processus papillaris I 1.76� 10�05 8.97� 10�06 9.61� 10�04 1.04� 10�05 1.51� 10�05 1.96� 10�01 5.32� 10�03 1.12� 10�02

Processus papillaris II 8.57� 10�03 1.61� 10�05 2.76� 10�03 2.01� 10�05 4.10� 10�04 5.23� 10�03 1.84� 10�01 1.40� 10�02

Total liver 1.44� 10�02 1.47� 10�02 1.27� 10�02 1.59� 10�02 1.45� 10�02 1.12� 10�02 1.40� 10�02 1.42� 10�02

166Ho mGy/(MBq s)

Lobus sinister lateralis 7.60� 10�02 2.03� 10�03 4.54� 10�04 1.24� 10�02 7.59� 10�04 6.64� 10�05 1.35� 10�02 2.61� 10�02

Lobus dexter medialis 2.03� 10�03 8.47� 10�02 1.52� 10�04 1.04� 10�02 6.27� 10�03 3.23� 10�05 5.46� 10�05 2.66� 10�02

Processus caudatus 4.52� 10�04 1.53� 10�04 2.02� 10�01 3.01� 10�05 1.82� 10�02 1.25� 10�03 4.27� 10�03 2.35� 10�02

Lobus sinister medialis 1.23� 10�02 1.04� 10�02 2.99� 10�05 2.95� 10�01 7.86� 10�05 3.88� 10�05 7.49� 10�05 2.82� 10�02

Lobus dexter lateralis 7.54� 10�04 6.30� 10�03 1.81� 10�02 7.87� 10�05 2.07� 10�01 5.72� 10�05 6.25� 10�04 2.62� 10�02

Processus papillaris I 6.68� 10�05 3.24� 10�05 1.26� 10�03 3.84� 10�05 5.70� 10�05 3.70� 10�01 8.04� 10�03 2.11� 10�02

Processus papillaris II 1.34� 10�02 5.47� 10�05 4.22� 10�03 7.62� 10�05 6.23� 10�04 7.91� 10�03 3.49� 10�01 2.54� 10�02

Total liver 2.61� 10�02 2.67� 10�02 2.34� 10�02 2.84� 10�02 2.62� 10�02 2.10� 10�02 2.54� 10�02 2.58� 10�02
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distribution in the volume. Nevertheless, 131I produces a rel-

atively irregular DVH for the liver tumor of the rat model. In

the case of 90Y, 166Ho, and 188Re, most tissue regions within

the tumor receive absorbed doses ranging from 24 to 500

Gy, while only a small percentage (<1%) of the tumor

receive a dose above 500 Gy. For 131I, the voxel absorbed

doses show an irregular distribution in the tumor region

where 72% of the tumor volume receives less than 1 Gy and

10% of the tumor volume receives above 200 Gy. A fairly

uniform dose distribution in the lobus dexter medialis region

is also observed. 90Y produce relatively higher doses for

the surrounding normal tissue (10% lobus dexter medialis

volume receives over 0.3 Gy). The absorbed doses for 131I,
166Ho, and 188Re are much lower: 10% of the volume

receives over 0.008, 0.004, and 0.002 Gy for 131I, 166Ho, and
188Re, respectively.

The MIRD pamphlet 17 (Ref. 53) provided voxel S-values

of 131I within an octant of 10� 10� 10 voxels, where the first

entry indicates the source voxel located at (I, J, K)¼ (0, 0, 0)

and the remaining entries represent the target voxels. S-

values for other octants could be obtained by invoking

symmetry arguments. The target region in MIRD17 was a

water-filled cube with 2� 2� 2 mm3 volume. If we select

voxels in a sphere centered at the source voxel and having

similar geometry as the simulated tumor, we obtain the modi-

fied DVH for 131I in water medium. Figure 9 compares the
131I DVH in the simulated tumor and the water medium. The

differences between these DVHs are mainly caused by the

different materials of the target regions.

IV. DISCUSSION

The self-AF curves of the total liver obtained in this work

are comparable to AFs reported by Stabin et al.37 and Pixoto

et al.34 (Fig. 3), and the self-AFs are susceptible to the loca-

tion of the source in the liver. Currently, in most reported rat

internal radiation dose studies, the liver is commonly

assumed to be a homogeneous integrated target organ. In

this work, the absorbed dose to suborgan regions of the liver

are considered. The self-absorbed SAFs (Fig. 4) and self-

irradiation S-values (Table III) present some differences

among the seven liver regions. In most cases, the larger liver

lobe yields a lower self-absorbed SAF and self-irradiation

S-value. Meanwhile, the results shown in Table III demon-

strate that, for certain radionuclides and source regions in the

rat liver, the S-values for the source lobes, the target lobes

and the total liver present significant differences. The

S-value for the total liver is much higher than the values for

target lobes but lower than that of the source lobe. According

to Eq. (1), for a given activity of the radiopharmaceutical,

when the S-value of the total liver is used to determine the

absorbed dose to different liver regions, the dose to the

source lobe will be underestimated while the dose to the tar-

get lobes would be significantly overestimated. At the same

time, the cross-organ absorbed fractions (Fig. 5) for the liver

region gives a nonuniform dose distribution among the dif-

ferent liver lobes depending on the distance between the

source and target regions and the anatomical characteristics

of different liver lobes.

In most published works, the chemical composition of rat

tissues is usually assumed to be similar to that of humans,

but this hypothesis might introduce additional errors when

the results are used in rat internal dose estimations.56,57 In

this work, we quantify the influence of chemical composi-

tion using different media on rat liver absorbed fractions.

The results demonstrate that variations in chemical composi-

tion (rat tissue vs human tissue) produce a maximum per-

centage difference for liver self-AF of 3.5% at photon

energy of 30 keV whereas a minor effect is observed on the

liver AFs for photon energies above 100 keV. Tissue

TABLE IV. Comparison of self-absorbed S-values for the total rat liver from

the four radionuclides with those of published works.

S-values for the total liver

(�10�02 mGy MBq�1 s�1)

Liver mass (g) 131I 90Y 188Re 166Ho

This work 6.65 0.44 1.65 1.42 2.58

248 g rata 9.64 0.31 1.30 1.1 1.96

310 g ratb 11.68 0.26 1.08 0.91 1.64

aS-values calculated from the absorbed fractions reported by Stabin et al.
(Ref. 37).
bS-values calculated from the absorbed fractions reported by Peixoto et al.

(Ref. 34).

FIG. 7. Isodose curves for 90Y (a), 131I (b), 166Ho (c) and 188Re (d) in latitu-

dinal plane of the liver are shown on top of a grayscale image describing the

seven identified liver lobes, the vein, the esophagus, and the stomach of the

rat phantom. The 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 50%, 100%, and 300% of isodose

curves are indicated. The radionuclide sources are placed at the center of the

2.11 mm3 tumor in the lobus dexter medialis.
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composition differences result in negligible effects on elec-

tron absorbed dose.

With respect to the isodose curves shown in Fig. 7, slight

differences in chemical composition between liver lobes do

not produce observable effects on the voxel absorbed dose

distributions. It is also interesting to note that in the photon

energy range of 10–100 keV, the liver absorbed fractions of

medium 3 are lower than those for media 1 and 2. The domi-

nant interaction for photons in this energy range is photo-

electric absorption, and the interaction cross section strongly

depends on the atomic number of the absorber.58 Therefore,

since media 1 and 2 contain more elements with relatively

high atomic numbers, more secondary electrons from photo-

electric effect deposit more energy in the target region when

increasing photon energy.

The DVHs and isodose curves for voxel absorbed dose

illustrate that regions such as the lobus dexter medialis in

the liver, which are close to the added tumor voxel source,

receive the largest absorbed dose. The distribution of

voxel-absorbed dose presents a pattern depending on the

radionuclide type. Meanwhile, since 166Ho and 188Re pro-

duce a uniform-distributed high dose in the tumor region

and comparatively low absorbed dose for surrounding liver

regions, we believe that radiopharmaceuticals and micro-

spheres containing 166Ho and 188Re might be more effective

and will have enormous clinical potential in radionuclide

therapy of HCC.

In this work, we also evaluated the fractions of energy

absorbed within the different microspheres from various ra-

dionuclides. In most cases, the photon and electron AFs in

the microspheres were lower than 0.5% and 2%, respec-

tively, except for b particles of 131I and photons of 166Ho in

glass spheres. This is mainly due to the high density of glass

spheres and the low average b particle energy of 131I and

low average photon energy of 166Ho.

V. CONCLUSION

This study focused on the assessment of the absorbed dose

to the rat liver using a new voxel-based rat model with identi-

fied suborgan liver regions through manual segmentation.

Photon and electron AFs and radionuclide S-values for seven

liver lobes demonstrate significant differences between self-

absorbed SAFs and S-values with respect to the mass of liver

lobes. Meanwhile, cross-organ absorbed doses yield nonuni-

form distributions throughout the liver. The results seem to

suggest that, in rat liver radiation dose evaluations, when the

radiolabeled microspheres are mostly concentrated in the

lobe containing the tumor, the use of total liver S-values to

determine the absorbed dose to different liver regions might

underestimate the absorbed dose to the source lobe and over-

estimate it for other tissue regions. Therefore, it appears that,

for absorbed dose calculation to rat liver for preclinical trials,

it is important to consider the different lobes separately for

accurate rat liver radiation dose calculation. It is suggested

FIG. 8. Dose-volume histograms for (a) the tumor dose and (b) the lobus dexter medialis dose by activities of 90Y, 131I, 166Ho, and 188Re, which produce aver-

age dose to the tumor of 100 Gy, when placed in the center of the tumor.

FIG. 9. Comparisons of 131I DVH in 2.11 mm3 tumor and the modified

DVH for 131I S-values provided by the MIRD pamphlet 17 (Ref. 53).
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that detailed anatomical structures are important in organ-

specific radiation dose calculations.

Consistent with clinical experience,59 166Ho and 188Re

seem to be safer and more effective for radionuclide therapy

of HCC compared to 131I and 90Y. The obtained results can

be used to estimate the absorbed dose to the total liver and

liver lobes separately, while the S-values can be used in

research studies related to radionuclide therapy of HCC. The

finer liver structures in the presented computational rat

model offer the opportunity to improve the accuracy of rat

liver radiation dose estimation. This work contributes to a

better understanding of all aspects influencing radiation

transport in organ-specific radiation dose evaluation for pre-

clinical therapy studies, from tissue composition to organ

morphology and activity distribution.
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